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Athena LaTocha, October, 2021, shellac ink on paper, and lead, 44.5 × 70.75 × 6.5 inches. Photo
by Etienne Frossard. Courtesy of the artist.

Prior to first meeting Athena LaTocha in early 2020, I had been lucky to
previously see her work—large-scale drawings typically done in sumi,
shellac, and walnut ink on photographic paper—in exhibitions ranging
from New York City to the Crystal Bridges Museum in Bentonville,
Arkansas. It was at the latter that I initially encountered her work that
includes sheets of lead attached to the paper surfaces. Alongside the
incorporation of dirt and soil from local sites into her ink washes,
repeatedly scraped and worked with tools that include tire shreds and
bricks, her art also features impressions taken from rock surfaces that add
a geographic and material specificity to her otherwise seemingly abstract
investigations of place and the relationship between human occupation
and longer histories of the heavily churned earth.
We have since had many conversations about her search for the
untouched soils and bedrock markers to be found within living urban
landscapes. In this interview conducted in tandem with several recent
exhibitions, including her inclusion in Greater New York at MoMA PS1, we
discuss the direction her work has taken during the tumultuous times in
which the close intermingling of human and natural worlds has been
clarified for us all.
—Christopher Green

Christopher Green
In your most recent work you have pushed the material limits of drawing
as a process and medium by incorporating different materials and matter
from the found environment. For example, in recent work shown in New
York City, you incorporated soil from a construction site in Brooklyn and
Green-Wood Cemetery, building up your surfaces with the natural
pigments and inks and then scraping them away. How are you thinking
about these materials, and how do they push your practice in new
directions?
Athena LaTocha
Typically in my work, I start from nothing. I look around me, look at where
I am, and try to understand what that means: personally, historically, and
also in terms of the geology of the area. For me that involves looking at
the rocks, looking at the soil, looking at the earth itself. One of the things
particularly challenging about working in a city like New York is wanting
to find earth, wanting to find pre-development earth. When we think about
Manhattan, when we think about the history of the city, things are
constantly disappearing and being rebuilt. So there’s a constant churning,
which is evocative of our own internal psychologies. I think about my
work in terms of the deep time of geology and how to root it in a place
that precedes human occupancy, and then to look at what humans do and
how they’ve built and destroyed so much. So it became a quest to
incorporate the material of the site into my work, which is in some ways
also a quest to find earth that comes from time before human habitation.

Athena LaTocha, In the Wake Of…, 2021, sumi and shellac ink, earth from Green-Wood
Cemetery, demolition sediment from downtown Brooklyn on paper, and lead, sound (duration:
fifty minutes), 198 × 652 ×7 inches. Photo by Sebastian Bach. Courtesy of BRIC House.

CG
How would you say abstraction helps you visualize that relationship
between humanity and our environment, or nature and culture,
particularly at this moment when that relationship is perhaps at its most
pressing and intense?
AL
I don’t really see my work as abstraction. I see it as an emotive response,
as trying to grapple with and understand the world that we live in and
how we’re experiencing that. I think as artists we’re trying to understand
such relationships, but we’re also sensitive to different elements at play.
There are always responses to the way we understand and perceive the
world around us, whether it’s geological, political, cultural, or
psychological. We’re always trying to synthesize everything to understand
what our place is, and as a result we might develop a strong emotive
response. So I really see the work as an engagement with this human
experience. When you look at this amalgamation of materials, it is also
one of larger elements, an amalgamation of time and death that is at play.
CG
You introduce different time signatures into your work, from the unfolding
experience of the work to the geological time scales of your lead imprints
of glacial formations and bedrock. How are you thinking about time in
your work, and how do you visualize different temporalities?
AL
For me, a lot of the time is experienced through the layers of the work and
through the building up and the treatment of the surface. I can’t tell you
how often I throw down ink and scrape it up, and throw down more ink
and scrape it up, and it is the time that goes into doing the actual physical
work that gives it a sense of being worked. And that is something that
requires time; you have to put that in. But it also gives you a sense of
change and unpredictability. So, different things can happen as a result of
how you work the material or with what tools you choose to work it with. I
use tools that are unwieldy, that are uncomfortable in some way; things
like a tire shred or the brick that is pre-loaded with earth from GreenWood, throwing or sliding those across the surface. It yields unpredictable
results. I need to have that moment of consideration and that moment of
time to reflect alongside just working intuitively or instinctually to find my
way through to the image itself. A lot of the work is about finding your
way, as if we’re jumping into the abyss.

Athena LaTocha, 17th Century, 2021, shellac ink on paper, and lead, 59.25 × 93.25 × 5.5 inches.
Photo by Etienne Frossard. Courtesy of the artist.

CG
How do you approach different ideas of the monumental: from scale, to
medium, to time?
AL
Since I started artmaking, things have always had a tendency to grow, and
the scale has become bigger, so I’m not placing any limits on that.
Drawing, even though it’s at the larger scale and unbounded, is still
intimate. A lot of these works are made on the floor, so you’re in it, not
sitting back or standing away from it and reflecting and considering.
You’re in the middle of it, trying to figure out what’s going on, trying to
understand what the next steps are, and where the reach is, and where
the gesture is going. That necessitates a kind of instinctual or intuitive
response. Which brings me back to what the work is about and why it’s
important for me to go out to the site to collect that material and bring it
into the work. It is about trying to embed in myself a certain sense of place
and time.
CG
As an artist who deals primarily with surface operations, you are making
imprints that are psychologically and culturally quite deep, with
connotations of history and occupation alongside the layers of crust and
its earthly matter. How do your surfaces differently code depth?
AL
It’s a personal response. It starts with looking at interesting rock
formations. With Ozark (Shelter in Place) (2018) I spent time out in the
Ozark Mountains without really understanding or knowing what the
Ozarks are. How do you understand something? You put yourself in it; you
surround yourself; you embed and immerse yourself into it to try to gain
intimate knowledge of something through a physical relationship of being
present in that space. Similarly, with recent projects like In the Wake
Of… (2021) at BRIC House and It Came From the North (2021), I was
looking at the history of New York, looking at the history of New York City,
New Amsterdam. And to understand the city I went back even further
through time by looking at the Ice Age and the retreating glaciers from ten
thousand to twelve thousand years ago and how they had left marks on
the bedrock that we see exposed in various New York City parks. I became
fascinated with that, but it wasn’t really looking at anything profound
other than looking at these natural elements and the passage of time. But
it is a way to also understand the human experience and what we’ve done
as a species in these places. These things keep me going back and keep
me questioning and reexamining those questions in different times in
different places through different projects.

Athena LaTocha, It Came From the North, 2021, shellac ink, earth from Green-Wood Cemetery,
demolition sediment from downtown Brooklyn on paper, glass microbeads from the New York
City Department of Transportation, and lead, 112.5 × 222 × 6 inches. Photo by Jason Mandella.
Courtesy of the artist.

CG
How have your recent projects uncovered or examined these different
histories and experiences?
AL
Looking at the land itself, looking at the stories, and looking at the
peoples. That can be not just the Indigenous populations but also the
settler populations and immigrant populations. Looking at what humans
have done and what the sense of human history is in these particular
places, and then stripping that down and going back further in time and
looking out and questioning what happened with the earth. All my recent
work is about geological formations in the sites of inquiry. I looked at
geological features in New Jersey for a recent project at the Visual Arts
Center of New Jersey and wanted to be in conversation with the history of
these features. How much time do we have in our human experiences in
our short lives here? How much time do we have to go back and actually
take a look at what’s happening with the earth itself, rather than getting
preoccupied with our day-to-day? The basalt in New Jersey goes back a
couple hundred million years as lava flow! I took imprints of the basalt
that were remnants of this lava flow that happened when Pangea was
splitting apart. Having the opportunity to reflect on that depth of time is
incredible. With It Came From the North at MoMA PS1, the diagonal
striations you see in the lead surface are actual glacial stations. As a
glacier sat on top of this bedrock, there was another rock in between the
surfaces of the ice and bedrock, and as the glacier moved it marked the
surface of this bedrock like an etching. So I’m fascinated with not just how
we as humans mark and texturize the world around us, but how this is
something that nature is constantly doing—shaping, shifting, and
marking. I thought it was incredible to sit and spend a week out at this
site, capturing these imprints of this mark that a glacier made twelve
thousand years ago.

Athena LaTocha’s work can be seen in Greater New York at MoMA PS1 in
New York City until April 18.

Christopher Green is a writer and art historian. He currently serves as
Visiting Assistant Professor of Art History at Lake Forest College.

Athena LaTocha Greater New York MoMA PS1 Christopher Green works on paper
environmental art
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BOMB Magazine has been publishing conversations between artists of all disciplines
since 1981. BOMB’s founders—New York City artists and writers—decided to publish
dialogues that reflected the way practitioners spoke about their work among
themselves. Today, BOMB is a nonprofit, multi-platform publishing house that
creates, disseminates, and preserves artist-generated content from interviews to
artists’ essays to new literature. BOMB includes a quarterly print magazine, a daily
online publication, and a digital archive of its previously published content from 1981
onward.

Join our newsletter for a weekly update of recent
highlights and upcoming events.
Email address

Annually, BOMB serves 1.5 million online readers––44% of whom are under 30 years
of age––through its free and searchable archive and BOMB Daily, a virtual hub where
a diverse cohort of artists and writers explore the creative process within a
community of their peers and mentors. BOMB's Oral History Project is dedicated to
collecting, documenting, and preserving the stories of distinguished visual artists of
the African Diaspora.
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